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The study reported in this paper examined the effect of second
language (L2) experience on the production of L2 vowels for which
acoustic counterparts are either present or absent in the first language
(L 1). The hypothesis being tested was that amount of L2 experience
would not affect L 1 German speakers' production of the "similar"
English vowels Ii. I, EI, whereas Er ;Iish I 'lguage
experience would
enable L 1 Germans to produce an English-like he/, which has no
counterpart in German. The predictions were tested in two experiments
that compared the production of English Ii, I, E, rei by two groups of L 1
German speakers differing in English language experience and an L 1
English control group. An acoustic experiment compared the three
groups for spectral and temporal characteristics of the English vowels
produced
in IbVU words. The same tokens were assessed for
intelligibility in a labeling experiment. The results of both experiments
were largely consistent with the hypothesis. The experienced L2
speakers did not produce the similar English vowels Ii, I, €I more
intelligibly than the inexperienced L2 speakers, nor did experience
have a positive effect on approximating the English acoustic norms for
these similar vowels. The intelligibility results for the new vowellc.cl did
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not clearly support the model. However, the acoustic comparisons
showed that the experienced but not the inexperienced L2 speakers
produced the new vowel he/ in much the same way as the native
English speakers.
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It is worth noting, however, that Ic:el is part of the phonemic and phonetic repertoire
of several German dialects, for instance, Swiss German (Boesch, 1957) and Bavarian
(Traunmuller, 1982). An [re] may also occur in North German dialects in words such as
Bert [ba::(:)t]. in which Irl vocalization may result in a lowering and lengthening of the
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of these dialects.
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(GA) had lived in an English-

speaking environment for a mean of O.G years, whereas the mean for the "experienced" LI German group (GB) was 7.5 years. The Germans had studied English in
school

for about the same

number

of years

mean age was 28 years for GB and 33 years

(GA: 6.6 years,

GB: 7.6 years). The

for GA.] The third group consisted

of

monolingual native English speakers (EN: mean age 28 years). Five of the 10 subjects
in EN were natives of Alabama, and all EN subjects had spent several years of their
adult lives in Birmingham, AL. Their productions
probably provided reasonable
representations
of the native German speakers' L2 target. AI! of the subjects were
affiliated with the University

of Alabama

at Birmingham

at the time of the study.

Speech Materials. The German subjects produced five German words (bieten,
bitten, betten. batten, baten) in the carrier phrase lei! sage __ ' The vowels in the
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German vowels were compared through three-way ANOV As with group and gender
as between-subjects
measures and vowel as within-subject measure. Significant main
effects revealed by ANOV As were explored through Newman-KeuJs post hoc tests
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of the formant frequency values in Hertz were carried out to normalize

for gender

differences.
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values into points along the three axes of Miller's (1989) Auditory-Perceptual
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1985; Syrdal & Gopal,
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Space,
scores
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successful in removing gender main effects and interactions
involving gender revealed by ANOV As on un transformed
Hertz values, and in retaining the vowel main
effects and interactions
that were the focus of the study. Results comparing the
spectral properties of vowels will therefore be presented only for Bark-difference
It has been shown that the Bark1-BarkO (B1-BO) and -Bark2-Barkl
(B2-B1)
dimensions oplimaUy separate front vowel:J (Syrdal, 1985j Syrdal & Gopal, 1986).
These dimensions will be referred to here as vowel height (B I-BO) and fronlnessboekness (R2-B I).
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in Barkdifference scores for the vowel pairs Iii -II! and lEI-I E:/) and duration (absolute
values for all vowels and duration ratios for the vowel pairs Ii! -II/ and IE! -I E:/).
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Vowels Produced
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by the Native English Group.
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between

the four

English vowels were tested in a series of one-way ANOV As. Main effects for B I-BO,
F(3, 27) = 174.61, p < .001, and B2-B 1. F(3, 27) = 171.96, p < .00 I, were obtained
because ail four vowels differed significantly
and the front-back (82-8 I) dimension.

along both the ,-,owe] height (81-BO)
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The mean durations

for the four English vowels were as follows: Iii (175 ms), III

(144 ms), lEi (181 ms), and hel

=

F(3, 27)

(238 ms). A main effect for duration

was obtained,

< .00 I, because the difference in duration was significant for all

59.77, p

vowels, the exception being Iii and I d. Unlike for the German vowels presented
earlier, duration does not clearly separate vowe!s traditionalJy described as long
(Ii,

from short (/1, cI) vowels in Cnglish.
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comparisons
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with one
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and German; English I cI and German IE:!; and English 1c£1 and German Ie, E:, a/.
Absolute vowel durations were not compared
because the German tokens were
disyllables
German

and the English

tokens

monosyllables.

have shown that vowel duration

word (e.g., Harris & Umeda,

19(5). Instead,

Previous

is related

ratios

computed

of English and

to the number

1974; Klatt, 1973; Meyer,

the duration

studies

of syllables

1904; Rietveld,

in a

1975; Umeda,

for pairs of English and of German

vowels were compared.
English Ii, /, EI and German
the English vowels
as produced

F(1,

F(I,

differences

18)

=

in vowel

14.72, p

= 12.55, p < .01;
< .01; and between

18)

8.49, p

Ii, I, eI as produced

space.

height

< .01; between

between

1 compares

by EN to the German

by GA in the Bark-difference

vealed significant
man Iii,

Ii, /, E, E:I Figure

the leis

Separate
between

(B 1-BO)

the Ills

the distribution
vowels

one-way

Ii, I,

E:I

E,

ANOV As re-

English Iii and Ger-

of English

and

of English and German,

English IcI and German

of

IE:!, F(I, 18)

=

German,

F(I,

6.80, p

18)

<

=

.05.

In all instances, the German vowels were higher in the acoustic vowel space than
their English counterparts.
In most instances, the English and German vowels did
not differ significantly in frontness-backness
(82-8 1). The one exception was English I cI and German 1e:/. German IE:! was more anterior in the acoustic vowel
space than English lei, F(I, 18)
overlap

for the English-German

and German
mentioned.

I E:/

=

5.59, p < .05. These results show partial spectral
pairs

are also spectrally

Iii -Iii,
similar,

II/-III,

and lei-lei.

English lei

but less so than the three

pairs just

As mentioned earlier, duration is used in both English and German to differentiate Iii and Ill. However, the Iii-III
duration ratio is much larger in German (2.5)
than in English (1.2), F{l, 18) = 82.07, p < .001. The Id vowels of German and
English are usually described as being short, but the present data indicate that this is
phonetically appropriate
only for German I d. With respect to duration. the long
German I i:l is more simila.r to English lEI than i5 the 5hort German I f./. Although a
direct comparison of absolute durations is problematic, it is of interest to note that
the durations
·;,mi(ir:1ntlv

for German IE:! (163 ms) and for English I cI (181 ms) did not differ
1 x) = 1.34. D > .05.
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u
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Ii, I, d (as produced by monolingual
native English speakers [bold lines]) and the German vowels Ii, I, E, E:I (as produced
by native German speakers with relatively little English language experience [thin
lines]) in the Bark-difference
space. The ellipses enclose the mean Bark-difference
Figure 1. Range of the three English vowels

values obtained

for the 10 speakers

levels based on the two principal

Relation of English /~/
nearest

vowels

distribution
clearly

components

suggests

for English

shows little overlap

that it is a new

subjects

in this study.

German,

no forma! statistical

and those

I ~I

I~I

between

German

lish Icel differs significantly

of variation

to German vowels. A spectral

of German

of values

in each group by representing

Because

analyses

95% confidence

for each vowel.

comparison
vowel.

of

for German

I~I

were carried

from any German

to the

Figure 2 shows the
IE,

E:,

and any of the German

English

hel

a/. The plot

vowels for the

has no clear counterpart

in

out. but it is obvious that Eng-

vowel

it might be compared

the basis of mean absolute vowel durations, it seems that English
ms) than German I d (76 ms), lal (82 ms), and I E:I (163 ms).

I~I

to. On

is longer (238

Conclusion
The acoustic

comparisons

indicate

similar for native Germans because
and temporally but are not identical
lEi and Ic:/,

English

lEi is more

that English

Iii

and

III

should be classified as

they resemble German Iii and III spectrally
to them. English lei is similar to both German
simililr

to German

lei

than

If.:! spectralJy,

but
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Figure 2. Range of the English vowel

10:,1 (as produced

native

the German

English

produced

by native

experience

temporally
uncertain

speakers

[bold line]) and

German

speakers

it resembles
how spectral

German

and temporal

classifications

properties

of vowels

than German

I

d.

should be weighted

It is
in a

la:J, on the other hand, is

the standpoint

of German

were

made on the acoustic-phonetic,

not a phonological

level because

the present

study

evaluates

learning

a model of L2 speech

occurs on a phonetic
able phonetic

level, and because

properties

especially

vowels

al (as

from

model,

of English

E:,

little English language

extent

cross-language comparison of vowels. The English vowel
a new sound for native Germans.
These

IE,

space.

to a greater

I E:I

vowels

with relatively

[thin lines]) in the Bark-difference

by monolingual

concepts

that interlingual

this model makes predictions

of L2 learners'

of crucial

that states
speech.

(For detailed

identification
about measur-

expositions

of the

such as phonetic similarity and equivalence

classification, see Flege, 1988, 1991.) It should be noted that the present acoustically
based classifications

of English Ii, I,

tI

as similar

and English 10:,1 as new for L1

Germans are fully consistent with the results of a perceptual study examining interlingual identifications
of English Ii, I, E, a:.1 by near-monolingual
German listeners
(Bohn & Flege, 1990).
Based on these classifications,

the model being evaluated

lead5 to 5everal testable

predictions. First, amount of English language experience
should not substantially
affect Ll German speakers' productions of the similar English vowels Ii, I, d. That
•

".

- ,- 1...~lh Ihn

r.n

omrl

th(' r,A

{JrOIlI>

,•••.ill

differ from EN speakers

in produc-

Ii,

ing English
hand,

I.

d.

The

is that English

achieve
from

the English

acoustic

EN speakers

EN speakers

prediction

for the

L2 experience
norm.

than speakers

(Experiment

English

in GA, and

2) and in a perception

speakers

to

in GB will differ less

GB speakers

predictions

on the other

LI German

that speakers

that

These

I~/,

vowel

at least some

It is predicted

in their 1t£.1 productions.

tic measurements

new

will enable

may in fact match

were

tested

experiment

through

the

acous-

(Experiment

3).

EXPERIMENT 2: ACOUSTIC COMPARISON OF ENGLISH
Ii, I, €, rei AS PRODUCED BY NATIVE ENGLISH
AND NATIVE GERMAN SPEAKERS
The aim of Experiment
ers for acoustic
ment

2 was to compare

properties

I, the analyses

at the vowel

of their

examined

midpoint,

native

productions

and native

of English

determinants

duration)

English

of vowel

Ii, I,

relational

properties

and L1 English

speakers

as in Experiment

(spectra!

of vowel

speak-

As in Experi-

E, ~/.

identity

and

German

properties

pairs.

Method
The same
subjects

Ll German
were

all recruited

so that the native
that

Germans'

may be assumed

materials
used

recorded

using

from

statistical

English

the

native

English

community

would

L2 "targets"

(GA) native

the same

Germans.

=

ry

German

Ii, I,

procedures

The speech
1 were

E,

also

t£.1) from the

speakers

1. i Acoustic

1)

to L2 "norms"

for Experiment

b Vt words

as for EN in Experiment

followed

be compared

(EN) group

The

(see Experiment

for the native

of English

the inexperienced

procedures

analyses

university

productions

2. Recordings

(GB) and

the same

the same

to represent

for Experiment

experienced

from

1 participated.

were

made

measurements

as for Experiment

and

1.

Results
The

speech

Vowel
and

production

(4 levels)

data

ANOV As with

B2·B 1) as dependent

Vowel

interactions

dimension

Vowel

interaction

group

effect

groups

differed

duration
the

individual

=

duration,

height

=

=

0.22,

p

of group

(EN, GB,

GA) on

for 82-8 I, these
Separate

the

one-way

significant

(B I-BO

=

x

Group

.001, and for the height
for the

x

the Group

2.21, P

>

These

results

indicate

that

of individual

vowels

in terms

of vowel

.05.

.05, as was the

of frontness-backness
through

durations

factor

were

<

x

(3 levels)
scores

< .00 1. However,

explored

the Group
scores

4.03. p

P

(B 1-80) but not in terms

neither

Bark-difference

F(6. 31)

>

in the production

Group

was a main effect of vowel

459.09,

were

vowels.

=

.01. There

interactions

Because

and

F(6, 81)

<

3.34, p

in separate

ANOV As revealed

Vowel

;<

vowe!s.

of English

duration
The

B2-8 1, F(3, 81)

significantly

and vowel
effect

analyzed

for B2-B 1 was nonsignificant,

tion was significant
sons

vowel

for B2-B I, F(2. 27)

The Group
ing

for vowel

dimension

first

variables.

BI-BO, F(6, 81)

front-back

were

ANOVA:;

the

nor the Group

not further

(B2-B I).

one-way
and

analyzed

for each

the

ANOVAs

test-

B 1-80 scores
X Vowe!

of

interac-

in the compari-

German

group

were
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also carried

out on the Bark-difference

effect

of language

versus

English.

Acoustic

(German

scores

vs. English)

Comparison

of English

and

on the

duration

values

and those

were

higher

scores

in the acoustic

EN was significantly
by GB and GA (mean
BI-BO scores

groups

both German

groups,

=

18)

5.23, p

the effect

effect

< .05. Their

5.92, p

11/ (1.98), which

like 11/ in English

than

in the same

was also

that

direction:

11/ as produced

and

English

values

and

GA (the

than

German

11/. The

are

nonsignificant,

short

Figure

contrast

of English

for the duration
GA. These
groups

differed

144 ms) than

Ii/

Iii

were

the speakers

(2.33)

than

their

English-

differences
that

they all

of a lowering

of

Ii/

and

earlier,

to the

II/ as produced

by GB

by the native

Iii

German

was

Iii longer

English

produced

of English

GA. Juxtaposed

11/, however,

This seems

durations

than

was smaller
a larger

to be due mainly

examined

Germans.

in one-way

for the

F(2, 27)

duration

and duration

ANOV As. The group

=

0.98, p

of English
significanLly

=

91 ms) and

ratios

of English

in GB (M

Ii/-/I/

to the relative!y

175 ms for EN, 155 ms for GB, and

nonsignificant,

English

in English

English

in GA, GB, and EN for the durations

were

longer

>

.05. However,

11/, F(2, 27)

=

4.90,

longer

11/ durations

=

102 ms), who

GA (M

means

175 ms for
the

p
(M

<
=

did not

from one another.
of the duration

F(2, 27)

W,1_~ si~mjfjcrtnt)v

and

the Germans

in EN produced

the speakers

The comparison
effect,

and 11/ were

significantly

differ significantly

group

that

the speakers

differences

.05, because

Ii/

the mean

in EN, GB, and

in EN also made

produced

of English

.05).

by GB, F(l,

noting

by means

4 shows

As reported

than the EN speakers.

among

For

>

(p

for II/

and thus more

it is worth

of German

between

4 shows

II/ durations

English

Differences
ratios

durations
columns).

difference

German.

German-English

approximation

subjects

11/, and the speakers

than in German.
duration

the mean

duration

or not the

was nonsignificant

B I-BO value

all other

on the

to German.

by the

two rightmost

effect

and

for 82-81

a lower

produced

whether

in English

produced

by

.05.

to determine

a larger

Comparison of vowel durations. Figure
Iii

the Iii produced

The group

>

groups

on the B 1-BO

for B1-BO of 11/ produced

Although

phonetic

Iii and 11/ in English compared

groups).

of

the EN

by both German

3.22, p

nonsignificant

they

and 11/ were

juxtaposes

on B I-BO and 82-81

11/ had

English

the range

of 1.72) than the Ii/s

=

out

was significant

means

panel

.05, because

11/ differently

and

in German.

for Iii

in B I-BO scores

carried

of language

effect

<

BI-BO score
F(2, 27)

were

Iii

produced

the language

pointed

=

3 shows

of EN. The effect of group

of 1.29 for both

ANOVAs

and the language

German

those

(with a mean

B 1-BO scores

one-way

two German

However,

than

for 11/ was nonsignificant,

Additional

for Iii,

space

lower

of Figure

fils and Ills produced

for Iii, F(2. 27)

was significant

by

by EN and GB; the bottom

of GA. The English

the

Speakers.

Comparison of spectral properties. The top pane!
Iii and III as produced

to determine

of Ii, I, r:! in German

production

Iii and III Produced

Native German and Native English
English

ratios

=

smaller

8.12, p
than

<

.0 1, because

the ratio

Iii

to

III

revealed

the ratio for the speakers

for -,pcakers

a significant
in EN (1.22)

in GB (1.70) and GA (1.72), who

l.."'- III I flU:';

iJ

1
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5

a
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2
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u
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Figure 3.

Range of the English vowels

Iii

and

III

as produced

by native

English speakers and experienced
German speakers of English (top panel) and
as produced by native English speakers and inexperienced
German speakers
of English (bottom panel) in the Bark-difference
space. (Bold lines: native
English speakers;
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thin lines: native German speakers.)
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Figure 4. Mean durations

Exper. Inexp.
Germans
GERMAN VOWELS

VOWELS

iii

at English

and 11/ as produced

by the native

English and the two German groups differing in English language experience
(leftmost columns) and mean durations of German Iii and 11/ as produced by
the native German groups (rightmost columns). Error bars indicate 1 standard
deviation.

did not differ significantly
across languages

revealed

tram one another.

The comparisons

that the Ii! to 11/ duration

ratio for GA was significantly

smaller in English (1. 72) than in German (2.45), F(I, 18)
in GB did not differ significantly
in English (1.70) versus German
Acoustic

for the duration
(1.83),F(l,

18)

=

for the German groups

=

8.67, p

< .0 1. The speakers

ratios they produced
0.35,p

>

for Ii! and 11/

.05.

of English lei and Ire! Produced

Comparisons

by Native German and Native English

Speakers.

Comparison of spectral properties. Figure 5 shows the range of English lEland
1(£1 as produced

by speakers

in EN (top panel), GB (center panel), and GA (bottom

It!

panel) in the acoustic vowel space. The plot shows a fairly clear separation of
and lrel productions for EN and G13and an almost complete overlap for GA, indicat·
ing that the experienced,
like It/-/rel contrast.
To determine

but not the inexperienced,

between-group

differences

Germans

in the separation

produced
of the

an English-

It!

and

lrel

categories, the difference in vowel height (131-130for 1021 minus BI-130 for It/) was
calculated for each subject and submitted to a one-way ANOV A. A significant group
effed, F(2. 27) = 10.28, p < .001, was obtained because the speaker~ in GA produced a smaller vowel height difference between It! and lrel (M = 0.22) than the
speakers

in EN and GB, who did not differ significantly
rliffprence in B 1-BO scores for EN: 1.25, for GB: 1.24).

from one another

(mean

I
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Figure 5.

Range

of the English

vowels

/ d and

he/

as produced

by the

native English group (top panel), the experienced
German group (center
panel), and the inexperienced
German group (boltom panel) in the Barkdifference space.
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Figure 6.

Mean durations

I €I

of English

first on English

GB, a significant
6.65, p

ICI?-I,

the 1a:.1 produced

mean BI-BO score of 4.50) than the
for GB (M

=

comparison

lrel

like English lei.
The comparison

of English

to German

vowels that are similar to English
ANOV As comparing the two native

I tI

Comparison of vowel durations. Figure
ICI?-I

as produced

higher (with a

lei

revealed

groups produced

vowels

=

for EN (M

from those

indicated

5.35). The

no significant

a spectrally

that German

nativehas two

namely, I d and I E:I. Separate one-way
German groups' English I d to their German

I

and

=

lei,

and E:I revealed significant differences
lower and more anterior than their German

It!

F(2, 27)

by EN and GB. The B1-BO scores

for English

group effects, which indicates that both German

experience.

dimension,

by GA was significantly

produced

scores

by the native

to be a new vowel for GA and

for the height

5.07) did not differ significantly

of the Bark-difference

as produced

in English language

which was shown

group effect was obtained

< .0 I, because

lrel

and

English and the two German groups differing
Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation.

Focusing

Inexper.
German

by the speakers

only for GA. Their English
I d and their German IE:/.8
6 shows

I tI

the mean durations

was both
of English

in EN, GB, and GA. The group effect for

the duration of lei was significant, F(2, 27) = 5.58, p < .01, because the subjects in
GB produced shorter Ids (M = 120 ms) than those in EN (M = 181 ms) and in GA
(M = 159 ms), who did not differ significantly from one another. The group effect
for the duration of ICI?-I was significant, F(2, 27) = 5.95, p < .01, because the EN
speakers produced longer 10000Is (M = 238 ms) than the speakers in GB (M
ms) and GA (M = 188 ms), who did not differ significantly from one another.
The comparison of the duration ratios of English
significant group effect, F(2, 27) = 3.35, p = .0496.
significance

for any between-group

comparison.

= 162

to lei revealed a barely
Post hoc tests did not reach

10::.1

Pairwise

comparisons

of the three

groups

in one-way

duration

ANOV As studying

ratios indicated

the effect of group

that the ratio for GA (M

=

lrel -I eI

(2 levels) on

1.18) was significantly

smaller

than the ratio for EN (M = 1.31), F(I, 18) = 5.27, p < .05, and for GB (1\.'1 = 1.35),
F(I, 18) = 5.84, P < .05. The I~/-Id duration ratios for EN and GB did not differ
significantly

=

F(I, 18)

from one another,

> .05.

0.18, p

Conclusion
The results for Iii
experience

does not affect the production

found between
duration

and 11/ are consistent

GB and GA with regard
together,

the native

not differ spectrally
compared

to vowel spectrum

Germans

Iii

produced

contrast

than the speakers

evidence

of approximating

If vowel duration

by EN. The Germans'

were

and relative
and spectrum
norms of

in EN. However,
the acoustic

a smaller Iii -/1/ duration

also produced

both German

norms

III

III

English

by EN, but it was inappropriately

by EN. The Germans

duced a lower (i.e., more English-like)
in GA produced

and absolute

did not reach the acoustic

produced

from the 11/ produced

III

to the

of L2

Iii or 11/. Their English Iii had an appropriate

English as defined by EN for either
but was higher than the

that amount

of similar L2 vowels. No differences

of their English Iii and 11/ productions.

are considered
duration

with the hypothesis

short

a larger duration

groups

showed

of English. The speakers

in English than in German.
contrast

did

some

in GB pro-

The speakers

in English than in German.

The results for I~I are large!y consistent with the hypothesis that extended L2
experience will enable adults to produce a new vowe! in a native!ike fashion. The
experienced,
but not the inexperienced,
Germans produced an I~I vowel that did
not differ significantly
quality.

However,

from the native

the GI3 speakers

produced

I~I

speakers

in EN. While the absolute

duration

ratios of I eel to lei indicate

enced, Germans had established
spectrally neighboring vowels.

English

significantly

durations

an English-like

does not affect the production

in terms of spectral

shorter

I~/s

than the

do not support the hypothesis,

that the experienced,

The results for English lEi are not consistent
ence

I~/

speakers'

duration

but not the inexperi-

contrast

with the hypothesis

of similar

vowels.

the

between

the two

that L2 experi-

The English lEi of both

German groups did not differ spectrally from the native English speakers' /eI, although both German lEi and It:! were found to be higher in the acoustic vowel
space than English lEi. Another
Germans

produced

Germans

produced

unexpected

result was that only the inexperienced

lei durations that were English-like, whereas the experienced
shorter leis than both the native English and the inexperienced

German group.
The finding that inexperienced
similar L2 vowel than experienced

L2 speakers were more successful at producing a
ones seems paradoxical. It appears in a different

light, however. if the results for 1(£1 are considered. As shown in Figure 5. the GA
speakers did not differentiate between English
tI and .lx/. which suggests that
they used only one vowel category where the speakers in EN and GB used two. It
seems like!)' that the significant difference for G..\ between their native German lei

I
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lEi is due to a merger of the acoustic properties of It! and

and the similar English

I~/,

the new vowel

which resulted

that was lower in the vowel

lEi but not as low as English Ixl.

space than their native

EXPERIMENT 3: INTELLIGIBILITY
NATIVE ENGLISH LISTENERS
The predictions

Id

in an English

presented

FOR

initially were further

tested in an experiment

examining

how well native English speakers could identify the English vowels in beat, bit, bet,
and bat as produced by the subjects in GA, GS, and EN. It was expected that beat,
bit, and bet spoken by the GA and GS would be identified correctly, as English
Ii, I, EI were shown to be similar to German vowels. No differences in intelligibility
were expected
the intended

to exist between
bat productions

GA and GB for these vowels. On the other
of GB were

identified correctly in a larger percentage
is a new vowel.

expected

to be more

of instances)

hand,

intelligible

(i.e.,

than those of GA, because

hel

Method
Three adult monolingual

native speakers

of American

English served as paid listen-

ers. They heard the English words beat, bit, bet, and bat as produced by the 10
subjects each in GA, GS, and EN in separate
blocks. The b Vt words had been
normalized

for peak vowel intensity.

able for each speaker
a response

box to indicate

bot(tle). Six speakers
speakers

were randomly

on each

to the listeners

X

5 repetitions)

avail-

five times each. The listeners

which word they heard:

that an equal number

each day.
This procedure

presented

were presented

were presented

the provision

The 20 tokens (4 words

beat, bit, bait, bet, bat, but, or

of 5 days. The order

was counterbalanced

of speakers

used

in which the

across listeners,

with

from each group be presented

yielded a total of 3,000 responses

(3 groups

x 10 speakers

on
x 20

tokens x 5 randomizations).
The rate at which the vowels were correctly identified
was tabulated in separate response matrices for each speaker. Each cell in the matrix
represented
were

the average

analyzed

between-group

for the three native English listeners.

in non parametric
differences

statistical

tests

in the rate of correct

The percentage

(Kruskal-Wallis)

identifications

scores

to determine

of intended

beat, bit,

bet, and bat productions.

Results
Figure 7 shows the percentage of correct identification for the four English vowels.
As expected, beat and bit as produced by GA and GB were as intelligible as the EN
speakers' beat and bit. There were no significant differences (0: < .05) between the
three groups for beat (EN: 100%, GB: 100%, GA: 99.9%) or for bit (EN: 100%, GB;
99.6%, GA: 98.7%). However, the native Germans'
hie than those of the native English speakers.

lEis and lods were less intelligi-

D
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Figure 7. Percentage
and bat as produced

of correct

identification

by a group

of native

groups of native German speakers
ence. Error bars indicate 1 standard

There was a significant
(76.9%), GA (87.5%),

difference

bat

bet

of English beat, bit, bet,
English speakers

and two

differing in Engiish language
deviation.

among

experi-

the three groups for bet: EN (99%), GB

H = 11.89, p < .0 1. Pairwise comparisons

revealed

that the

EN group differed from both German groups, EN versus GA: H = 7.79, p < .01; EN
versus GB: H = 11.80, p < .001, but the two German groups did not differ significantly from one another, H = 0.09, p > .05. There was a significant difference in
the rate of correct identifications
for intended bat tokens among EN (100%), GB
(65.9%), and GA (50.9%),

H = 14.77, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons

EN differed from both German
GA: H

=

13.87, p

<

groups,

.00 1. Contrary

EN versus GB: H

to the prediction,

not significantly more intelligible than hel produced
The relatively poor intelligibility of English It/for
ing in one sense

because

It/-like

=

9.64, p

<

revealed

that

.01; EN versus

the lrel produced

by GB was

by GA, H = LOS, P > .05.
the German subjects is surpris-

the English vowels

Ii! and 11/, which were

identified quite well-was
classified as a similar vowel. The results are understandable, however, with reference to the acoustic comparison of German It/to
English
I t/ (earlier). Recall that German I d was shorter in duration and higher in the
acoustic vowel space than English I d. In a recent study of interlingual vowel perception, Bohn and Flege (1990) found that near-monolingual
German listeners identified
the vowel in the English word bet as produced by two native English speakers in
most cases using a German word with I d (Beft). They !ess frequently used baht,
which has

[d, or

Bert, which may have [c:] or [~(:)] in the dialect of the listeners in
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Figure 8. Percentage
intended

of identification
of the native German speakers'
bet as bet, bit, or bat. Error bars indicate 1 standard deviation.

the Bohn and Flege (1990) study.

Thus, diminished

just what one would expect if the German
this word.
This conclusion

may apply belleI'

detail the categorizations

intelligibility

for English bet is

subjects used their German

It!

to produce

to GB than to GA. Figure 8 shows

of the L1 German

speakers'

intended

in more

bet tokens.

There

were significantly more bit-for-bet misidentifications
for GB than for GA, H = 3.87,
< .05. (This result was entirely due to the productions of 4 of the 10GB subjects.)

p

Conversely,
GB. H

=

there were significantly

7.27, p < .0 I. It appears

more bat-for-bet
that subjects

misidentifications

for GA than

in GB were more likely than subjects

It!

in GA to use their higher and shorter German
in English bet, and that more
subjects in GA than in GB may have used a vowel in bet that differed from their
native Id.9
The results for bat do not support
result in intelligible
German
exceeded

groups

productions

produced

the prediction

of a new vowel.

bat tokens

whose

that extended

Only six subjects

percentage

90%. Of these, four were experienced

L2 exposure

learners.

of correct

will

from the two
identification

The remaining

Germans'

bat tokens, when misidentified, were heard as bet. This is consistent with previous
observations of sound substitutions by German learners of English (Arndt & Careless,
1978; Barry, 1977,1981;

COMPARISON

Oakesholt-Taylor,

OF INTELLIGIBILITY

The results of the intelligibility

judgments

1976; Weiher,

AND ACOUSTIC

/.i

:1nr1 IC!?-I

as produced

RESULTS

and of the acoustic comparisons

tent with respect to the L1 Germans' productions
there are discrepancies
between
the perceptual
,.,Iich

1975; Wode, 1978, 1981).

by the German

Iii

of English
and acoustic

are consis-

and Ill. However,
assessments of En-

groups. Although previous

L2 speech

studies have revealed both theoretical and practical
cal perceptual judgments to acoustic measurements
will be made to relate and evaluate the discrepant
for leland
for h;eI
The perceptual

results suggested

problems in comparing categori(e.g., Barry, 1977), an attempt
findings of the two experiments

that both German

groups produced

lei than EN. The acoustic comparisons

gible English

revealed

was less intelligible
differ significantly

than

findings make

for the duration

possible that the intelligibility
the bet tokens

one wonder

that of the EN speakers,

that were

or spectral

judgments

why the GA speakers'

even though

properties

analyzed

I tI

their

measured.

were influenced

not acoustically

that both German

of spectral properties of lei.
GB on the one hand and GA

groups did not differ significantly from EN in terms
Significant duration differences existed only between
and EN on the other. These

a less intelli-

I €I

did not

It is of course

by acoustic

in the present

properties

of

study, such as

formant movements. However, it appears likely that the intelligibility results for GA
were related to the lack of acoustic differentiation
between I €I and I'J?I because
virtually

all misidentifications

(and all misidentifications
perception
speakers

experiment,

bet by GA speakers
bat as bet). The responses

of intended

of intended

who also heard perfectly

in EN and GB, may well have been

both I tis and leels from each individual
The most important
vowe! lzel.

discrepancy

Both German

groups

heard as bat

were

of the judges in the

inteIJigib!e I tis and 1'J?/s from the
influenced

by expectations

to hear

speaker.

between
produced

the two experiments
shorter

1'J?/s than

concerns

the

the EN group, but

only the inexperienced
Germans differed from the EN speakers in terms of vowel
height, the difference in vowel height between /c:el and / el, and in terms of the
lre/-lel duration ratio. These acoustic results, which indicated that the GB speakers
produced
consistent

an /'J?/

with the initial!y

the establishment
indicated

that was much like the 1rr.1 of the EN speakers,
stated

hypothesis

of a new vowel category.

that both German

was only a nonsignificant

that

were largely

L2 experience

However,

would

the perception

groups produced

!ess intelligible

trend for GB speakers

to produce

/<J:,ls

lead to

experiment

than EN. There

a more intelligible I'J?/

than the GA speakers.
These findings suggest that the inteIJigibility results for the German groups may
have been related to their relatively short /c:el durations. Correlationa!
analyses
comparing

percentages

relationship

between

.05. The correlation

lrel durations indicated a moderate
the criterion variable and lre/ durations for GA, r = .59, p <
of

lrel identifications

coefficient

to

for GB was nonsignificant,

r

=

.42, p

>

.Os.

Addi-

tiona! correlational
analyses were carried out to determine
whether or not /'J?/
inte!!igibiiity ·.vas related to vowel height for I~/ and to the difference ;[1 vowel
height bet'.veen /c;e.1 and / d. For GB, high correlations were obtained between the
criterion variable and (a) vowe! height, r = .80, p < .0 I, and (b) the difference in
vowel height between lre/ and / eI, r = .83, p < .0 I. The correlations for GA were
lower and significant only for the criterion variable and the height difference between /zej and lei, r = .62, p < .05, but not for percentage of correct Ix! identifications and the height of Ix/, r = .30. p > .05.
These comparisons

suggest

that the listeners

may have used different

phonetic

---.

-
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"

crHeria in categorizing
cause the listeners

bat tokens of GB as opposed

intended

used only two response

alternatives

to GA speakers.

for categorizing

Be-

intended

bat tokens (viz., bet, bat), the present results may be compared to those of an earlier
study (Balm & Flege, 1990) in which members from a synthetic bet-bat continuum
varying factorially

in vowel spectrum

and duration

were presented

as bet or bal. Balm and Flege found that the responses
were based almost

exclusively

duration

had lillie influence

listening

experiment

criterion

for perceptual

on the spectral

on the responses.

is that the native

of native

properties

English listeners

of the stimuli,

A possible conclusion

English listeners

differentiation

for identification
whereas

for the present

used the primary

phonetic

1a:.1 and I tI (i.e., vowel spectrum)

between

bat tokens of GB. The intended bat tokens of GA, how·
ever, which were acoustically much like their intended bet tokens, were apparently
to categorize

the intended

categorized

not using only the primary

the listeners

also used vowel duration,

listeners to differentiate

acoustic cue of vowel spectrum.
a cue not normally

Ic:cl from Itl in perception

[n addition,

used by native

English

& Kubaska,

(see also Lieberman

1979).

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The primary

purpose

of this study was to examine

L2 sounds is influenced
between

of L2 exposure

the Ll and L2. This was done through

of English vowel
primarily

by amount

productions

by two groups

in Eng[ish language

whether

experience.

or not the production

of

and by sound correspondences

acoustic

and perceptual

of native

German

The L2 speakers

assessments

speakers

differing

of English, and a mono-

lingual native English control group, produced the English vowels Ii, [, tI, which
were shown to be similar, but not identical, to German Iii, 11/, and / tI or / e:/, and
they produced

the English vowel

unlike any German
The hypothesis

1a:./, which

was shown

to be acoustically

vowel.
tested in this study was derived

from Flege's (1987, 1988, 1991)

speech learning model. It predicts that adult [earners ,viII eventually
L2 sounds (like English /~/
for Ll Germans) authentically
because
experience

leads to the establishment

no counterpart
however,
pothesized

quHe

in the Ll. Similar

wi!1 remain

of phonetic
sounds

foreign-accented

to be so because

categories

(like English

even after lengthy

category

formation

produce new
extended L2

for L2 sounds that have
I, eI for Ll Germans),

Ii,

L2 exposure.

for similar

sounds

This

is

hy-

in adults

is

blocked by equivalence
classification, a mechanism that causes acoustically similar
sounds in the L 1 and L2 to be treated as belonging to the same phonetic category.
The predictions
of the model were tested in two experiments
that examined
specific aspects

of authenticity

in L2 speakers'

vowel productions.

One experiment

examined authenticity
in terms of acoustic determinants
of vowel identity (spectral
properties at the vowel midpoint, vowel duration) and vowel contrasts (spectral
differences and duration ratios of vowel pairs). Although results based on these
measures

present

important

be noted

that

acoustic

J" __ ~:N)

""'''\1

;jko rnntribute

evidence

vowel

bearing

properties

on the models'

that were

to authenticity

predictions,

not examined

in as yet unknown

it should

(e.g., formant

ways. The percep-

tual experiment

examined

authenticity

in terms of intelligibility,

which is a fairly

coarse-grained perceptual measure compared to measures calling for subphonemic
judgments (e.g., acceptability ratings). In theory, it would have been preferable to
examine

authenticity

inappropriate,

more directly

however,

within-category

judgments

kens. In interpreting
a necessary,

because

in terms
listeners

of tokens

would

results,

not a sufficient, prerequisite

containing

to provide

misidentHiable

to-

it should be noted that intelligibility

for L2 productions

production

This was considered

have been required

from a corpus

the intelligibility

tic. That is, any authentic

of acceptability.

should

tions mayor may not be foreign accented.
As predicted, the perceptual and acoustic

to be considered

is

authen-

be intelligible,

but intelligible produc-

results showed

that the production

of

English Iii and III was not substantially
affected by L2 experience. The two German
groups largely retained properties of German Iii and III in their English Iii and

III

productions.

That is, they produced

group, and the duration

contrast

a higher Eng!ish

between

native German than the EN speakers.

English

However,

Iii

Iii

than the native English

and

III

both German

was larger for the

groups produced

Iils

and Ills in English that were closer to the English acoustic norm than their German
lils and Ills,

but phonetic

too smaJl in magnitude

approximation

to be significant

would match the English acoustic
The results for

Iii

of the EN speakers'

and

III

andlor

values was generally

to result in acoustic

values that

norm.

underscore

the generaJly

held belief that these English

vowe!s are unproblematic
for L1 Germans. However, the results also suggest that
phonetic learning for similar sounds may be largely restricted to the early stages of
L2 contact.

This finding seems

study, which examined
cluding the similar

lul

to be at variance

native

English speakers'

vowel. Flege reported

speakers

of French approximated

posterior

in the acoustic vowel space

the discussion
because
language

of the findings

productions

acoustic norm for

than English lu/.

lul,

was probably

subjects who had relatively

to a more anterior

English

which is more

As will be argued

for I c1), the result for lul

was "deflected"

of French sounds, in-

that only the most experienced

the French

the French lu/ of those of Flege's
experience

with a result in the F1ege (1987)

later (in
obtained

little French

position than their English

lul by the new French vowel Iyl, for which they had not yet established a phonetic
category. Taken together, Flege's (1987) findings and those of the present study
suggest that phonetic

learning

sure and does not progress

for a similar sound takes place early during L2 expo-

much along with L2 experience

not in the acoustic neighborhood

if the similar sound is

of a new sound (as for English Ii! and 11/ in the

present study). However, if a similar sound (like French lu/) is in the acoustic
neighborhood of a new sound (like French Iy/), experienced speakers may approximate the acoustic norm for the similar sound once they have established a phonetic
category for the neighboring new sound. This hypothesis, which needs further testing, receives some support from additional

results reported

in Flege (1987) and from

I

the present results for c/ (se~ later).
The present finding for Iii and III that continued L2 exposure does not lead to
continued phonetic learning beyond a certain point for simiiar voweis could be
interpreted

as being due to the workings

of the general principle of least effort. The

.--.
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perceptual

results

indicated

that the speakers

in both

and II/s in English that were as highly intelligible
One might therefore

suspect that phonetic

fils
fils and II/s.

GA and GB produced

as the EN speakers'

learning

for Iii and 11/ stops early during

L2 exposure because further approximation
toward the English norms would not
further improve intelligibility. The present results for tI, however, show that this

I

view is incorrect.
acoustic

norm

The speakers

for this similar vowel although

proved

the inteJligibility

Speech

Learning

phonetic

in GB approximated,

I tis.

of their

Model is correct

learning

continued

in stating

that determines

a certain

the two German

not differ in intelligibility
speakers

not duration.

may apparently

learning stops.

contrary

matched

the GB speakers

of similar vowels,

have an adverse

tested. As predicted
did

to the prediction,

matched

the

Id

the EN speakers'

The model predicts

ence should not affect the production
that experience

that

blocks

in English L2 experience

However,

whereas

classification

to the hypothesis
differing

I tI

an English

properties,

only for vowel spectrum,

I d.

for English

in GA produced

spectra] and duration

groups

that Flege's

point. and that it is not commu-

at what point phonetic

I

would have im-

therefore,

that equivalence

The results for tI were mixed with respect
for similar vowels,

learning

We may conclude,

for similar vowels beyond

nicative adequacy

but did not reach, the English

for

the EN speakers

that amount of L2 experi-

and

it

was surprising

to find

effect on similar vowe! production.

The acoustic results for English Itl and 10:.1 as produced by GA, and acoustic
comparisons of German Itlto English ItI, pointed to an explanation for this unexpected finding. While the GI3 subjects
significantly
differed

from their German

significantly

I d,

produced

I C/.

in English that did not differ
produced

The direction

rules used to output

new vowel 1a?/, for which

neighboring

I tI

the GA subjects

from their German

gested that the realization

an

English

they

Id

an English

Id

of this difference
were "deflected"

had not yet estab!ished

that
sug-

by the

a phonetic

category.
The hypothesized

influence

vowel has been observed
production

(Flege,

I~I

of Brazilian Portuguese.

identifiable

Id

speakers

whose

whereas

previously

of the new English vowel

native speakers
highly

of a new vowel

tokens

scored

of a similar L2

1987; Major, 1987). Major studied the
and the similar

He observed
Iowan

I~I

intended

on the production

that speakers

their

intended

productions

Id

duced
tokens that were frequently misidentified.
guese speakers, which parallel those of the present

English vowel

were

I d by

who produced

lrel

productions,

highly intelligible

pro-

Major's findings for LI Portustudy, are consistent with the

assumption that the new vowel I~ may exert an influence
as long as a category for lcel has not been established.

on the similar Itl vowel

Differing from the findings of Major, and of the present study, Flege (1987) found
that deflection by a new vowel did not lead to nativelike production values for the
neighboring
similar vowel. Instead, it caused the similar vowel to be produced
farther away from the acoustic norm of the L2 than would have been the case had
the nonnative
production
vowel/II/
n"nDY;Dnrpr1

speakers

of English
by several

simply used their native

lul,

the new

monolingual

French

and bilingual

in French did not approximate

vowel.

vowel

Iyl,

groups.

the French

Flege (1987) examined
and the similar

the

French

The L 1 English group least
acoustic norm by producing

.••••.••

I I

"-"

•• ' ' ••.

~.,

""

•.•• ~_••••

1t...,...J '-- .•••

,

,

•

-4'

~

• ~

a more posterior lul in French than in English. Rather, they produced a French lul
that was even more anterior than their English lu/, suggesting that their French
lul was influenced by the new Iyl for which they had not yet established a category. Flege's findings suggest
category

that only after learners

for a new vowel that influenced

vowel do they start to approximate
In its present

version,

the production

a phonetic

of a neighboring

similar

the acoustic norm for this similar vowel.

the speech

learning

effects of new vowels on the production
date the preceding

have established

interpretation

model does not account

of neighboring

for possible

similar vowels. To accommo-

of the result for English

lei (and for French lul in

the Flege, 1987, study), the model should state that new vowels of the L2 for which
phonetic

categories

have not yet been established

that output neighboring
the influence

similar

vowels.

of a neighboring

Clear predictions

norm

away from it. L2 speakers

will approximate

(as for English

similar LI vowel (as the relatively

lei in the present study) or farther

acoustic properties

low and relatively

high and relatively

similar vowel will be produced

farther

and German

it is not recognized

one, not just because

it affects

problem

intelligibility,

have

lei). On the other hand, the

French

norm

if

the new
on

Iyl and the posterior

It! is a problematic

as such in textbooks
for

/0.::.1

along one or more parameters,

LI vowel (as the anterior

vowels. The learning

leland

away from the L2 acoustic

French lul vis-a.-vis the fairly central English lu/).
Finally, the present results indicate that English
even though

with respect to the

long English

short German

and the similar vowe! in the L2 are arranged,

Germans,

can be made on whether

the acoustic norm for a similar vowel if

the nelN and the similar vowel have common

opposite sides of the similar

rules

new vowel causes the similar vowel to be produced

closer to the L2 acoustic

vis-a.-vis the relatively

may affect the realization

vowel for L1

comparing

English

lei revealed in this study is a serious
but also because

L I Gc;mans

will

apparently produce an English-like lei only if they have not yet learned to produce
an acoustic contrast between leland the new vowe! la:./. Once they have learned
to produce
acoustic

this contrast,

properties

they will use a German-accented

(short in duration,

cause its misperception

as

III.

ence does not lead to a further
English vowel lei.
The prediction

high in the acoustic

I elin

English that has

vowel space) that may

The results for GB indicate that continued
approximation

L2 experi-

of the acoustic norm for the similar

for the English vowel Ic:el, which was shown to be acoustically

quite unlike any German vowel, was that extended L2 experience wiil enable at
least some adult L2 learners to achieve the acoustic norm for this new vowel.
\Vhile the acoustic

results for Ice

I

were largely consistent

with the prediction,

the

intelligibility judgments were not. The lack of a significant difference for lcel intelligibility between GA and GB should probably not be regarded as questioning the
validity of the model. which predicted
that new sounds will be produced more
intelligibly by experienced
than inexperienced
L2 speakers. The unexpected result
for lce/ intelligibility was probably due, on the one hanu, to the re!ativeJy large
number of GA speakers whose intended Ic:e/s were correctly identified at approximately chilnce level becilu:;e their Il."e/s and

Ids did not differ much acoustically.
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The unexpectedly
unexplained

poor intelligibility

of the GB speakers,

in the face of their nativelike

that in this study, as in earlier

studies

on the other hand, remains

la:)

acoustic

of L2 speech

values. We can only state

learning

categorical judgments by native listeners failed to "honor"
speakers' successful efforts to sound nativelike.
It is well known
native Germans

to the extent

tend to substitute

(Arnold & Hansen,
Kufner,

1968; Barry,

1971; Weiher,

that inexperienced

of being a popular
an lEi-like

native German

of L2

stereotype

1970; Jones,

speakers

(Barry,

they produced

that even a small amount

1981) that

ler)

1960; Keutsch,

1974;

study showed

of English did not simply substitute

their

a vowel that is lower in the

I €I for

acoustic vowel space and longer than their native
This suggests

acoustic evidence

1978, 1980, ]981). The present

I €I for English la:,j, Rather,

German

1977),

vowel for the new English vowel

1977; Gimson,

1975; Wade,

(e.g., Barry,

of L2 experience

both English

I tI

and ler:I

with a new va we! may

affect how existing phonetic categories are realized in production.
Two previous studies on the acquisition
of English ICf.?-1 in Ll (Lieberman

&

Kubaska,

a

duration

1979) and in L2 (Barry,
contrast

I tI

between

trally. In a recent perceptual
native German speakers

1977) have indicated

that learners

and 10;1 before they qifferentiate

may produce

these vowels spec-

study, Balm and Flege (1990) found that inexperienced

of English labeled

members

bet-bat contin-

from a synthetic

uum primarily on the basis of vowel duration, wherea.s experienced
Germans and
particularly native English listeners based their responses more on spectral differences. These findings might lead one to expect
spectrally

neighboring

vowe!s are acquired

study does not provide
production.
I €I

and

I~I

support

The speakers
than those

that duration

before spectral

for the existence

in GA produced

differences

differences.

of such a learning

significantly

between

The present
hierarchy

smaller contrasts

in GB and in EN in both the spectral

and

domain. The discrepancy

between

these results and those reported

clear that more research

is needed

to test whether

in

between

the temporal

earlier

or not cue hierarchies

makes it
in speech

learning exist.
Finally, the present results for 10;/ reaffirm previous findings (e.g., Weiher, 1975)
that the targetlike production of English /re/ constitutes a major learning problem
for native German

speakers.

Recall that the subjects

enced had studied English in school
had been in an English-speaking
average.
primarily

Only the experienced

for an average

environment

Germans,

in that they had been exposed

in the group labeled

inexperi-

of over 6 years and that they

for more

than half a year

on the

who differed from the inexperienced

group

to authentic

English for more than 7 years,

had learned to produce an /0;/ that was much like the fa:) of the native English
speakers. This suggests that adults may need L2 exposure for a considerable
period
of time before they show evidence of phonetic learning for a new L2 vowel. Even
then, however, regularities of the L1 may influence the production of a new vowel.
Weiss's (1976) observation

that "many

Germans

find it difficult to lengthen

an open

... vowel" (p. ]2) because of the organizing principle of "Jong-clo5e vs. short-open"
(Weiss. 1972. p. 634) for German monophthongs
may be related to the present
findintJ that those Germans whose I~/ productions
were spectrally nativelike did
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lads

to match

this study provided

further

not produce sufficiently
durations.

long

CiIIU J<...llI IU::; LlIIIII

I<':~t..:

the English acoustic norm for absolute

I<J?I

To conclude,

learn L2 sounds is largely

explicable

evidence

in terms

that the success or failure to

of sound correspondences

the LI and the L2, and in terms of L2 experience.

In particular,

differences in amount of English language experience
German speakers produced the similar English vowels
and also those for the similar English
that extended

L2 experience

ries for similar L2 sounds
classification.
experienced,
acoustic

Probably

would not lead to the establishment
because

category

but not inexperienced,
to produce

did not affect how native
Iii and III.
These results,

vowel, were consistent

the most important

norm to warrant

can learn

I €I

finding

Germans

the conclusion

at least some

formation

with the hypothesis
of phonetic

is blocked

was obtained

produced

between

it was shown that

by equivalence
for

close enough

I<J?I,

phonetic

which

to the English

that, given sufficient L2 experience,

important

catego-

characteristics

adults

of a new

vowel category.

(Received 11 March 1991)

NOTES

I. The term English as used in this paper refers to American English unless stated otherwise.
2. Disner (1983) compared English Id to German Ie:! and found lower FI values for German
than
for English
but no difference for F2 and F3. The difference for FI, however. and the large variance for
FI 01 German Id reported by Disner may have been due to North German Ie:! rather than It:! pronuncia-

Id

Id

tions of some 01 Jorgensen's (1969) subjects, whose data Disner analyzed.
3. One subject in each German group reported that they were not currently using German. but all others
used German daily at the tillle 01 the study. The mean sell-estimated percentage of daily use or t;]glish was
66% for GA and 87% for GB. Because it has been suggested that listeners Irom southern Germany make
greater use 01 duration in contrasting German Ii-I! than North Germans, it would have been desirable to
have dialectally homogeneous German subject groups. However, due to limited German subject availability
in the Birmingham (AL) region, the Germans in the present study came from various German areas. Judging
Irom their origins, they represented the lollowing broad dialectai backgrounds, namely, North German (GA:
3, GB: 3). Central German (GA: 5, GB: 4), and South German (GA: 2, GB: 3).
4. Tables presenting durations and untranslormed
Irequency values 01 the vowels analyzed in the present
study are available from the first author upon request.
5. The comparison 01 northern and southern German subjects revealed one difference. The two subgroups differed significantly in vowel height (B l·BO) lor I d, F(I. 9) = 9.03. p < .05, and tn vowel height
contrast between I d and I
than the South Germans'

d, F( I, 9) =

/d.

7.45, p

<

.05. As expected.

the North Germans'

!d

was higher

6. The productions 01 EN were compared separately to those oi the GA and GI3 so that comparisons
would be based on an equal number 01 observations (IO subjects per group). Because both Ger~an groups
differed in the same ways from EN, only the results Irom the comparison 01 tile German vowels produced by
GA to the English vowels produced by EN are reported.
7. The English and German data were obtained from the German subjec~s on separate days.
8. The B I-BO scores of English hi (M= 4.28) for GA ',vas significantly larger than lor their German hi
(M = 3.46), F(l. 18) = 16..10. p < .001. and hi (M = 3..18), F(I, 18) = 13.01, p < .01. and the 32·[31 score
for their English Iff (M = 6.G'I) was significantly sm<l/lcr than for their German Id (M = 7.·13). F"(I, 18) =
8.69,p < .0l.andld(M=
7.99),F(1.18)
= 23.61,p < .001.
9 ... \11 ,1Ite,n<lti\'C explan;\tion for this result is that English language experience led the Go subjects to
produl;c all /d that is pol.1rized away from the new Ixl vowcl. Howe\'er, while only GB subjec:s produccd
bet tokens that ',vere Irequently labeled as bit, inspection of inJiviJu,,1 subject data failed to 5how 11 reliltionship bet· ..•.e~n corrcct idcntification of intcnded /;(/t tokens and misidcntilications of /;et as bit.
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